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Organizational Office Space in the Virtual Age:
The Role of Shared Space in Communication

Sheila Gobes-Ryan
ABSTRACT

This thesis takes a phenomenological approach to the examination of the
organizational need for shared office space. Questions are developed in a
reflexive narrative that introduces challenges to the assumption that space is a
given in organizations. The narrative also uses the process of questioning this
basis assumption to develop a new understanding of the role of space in
organizations in supporting the development of common language needed for the
creation of organizational knowledge. Key ideas from systems theory,
autopoiesis, organizational theory, semiotics, and psychology are utilized as
resources developing the ideas.
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Chapter One
Introduction and Theoretical Basis
The Question and its Importance
Why do business organizations still need shared office space?
Throughout human history, people have been gathering as groups in shared
spaces to accomplish different objectives - safety, accessing food supplies, and
religious worship among others. In this thesis, I will discuss a type of gathering,
an organization, which is “a group of people identified by shared interests or
purpose…” (Encarta, 1999, electronic) and, in this case, a business organization,
which “buys and sell goods, makes products, or provides services” (Encarta,
1999, electronic). Although it is possible that the thesis I am going to present is
applicable to any organization’s office space, my experiences are specific to
businesses. To avoid the confusion of the adjectival form of business, I will
however, in the rest of this document, refer to the space as organizational space
while specifically referring to its use by businesses. By office space I mean a
place where “…business or professional activities take place…” (Encarta, 1999).
It is indoors, and often involves seated activities. It may be an entire work
environment, or part of one. Other types of work environments exist, such as
factories, laboratories, operating rooms, sports fields, and construction sites.
The importance of “shared” is to make clear that people are physically working in
1

the same place. I contrast this to working in different physical spaces where
communication is done through technologies such as the telephone, video
conferencing, or computers. The people involved with these connections do not
have direct physical contact, but those that are mediated by the use of a
technology, the types of connections that are often referred to as “virtual”. (The
term virtual is most often used when referring to computer-based connections,
however, in this thesis I will use it to refer to any connection of people that does
not involve those people being physically together.) This is important because
no matter where we work, we are working in a physical environment yet, being in
an environment together provides benefits. Until recently, our understanding of
these benefits has been tacit because space was the only option to support
organizations. In order to prove the importance of shared offices to
organizations, it is now necessary to make the unique benefits of space explicit.
The amount of shared office space in the United States has been
increasing since the industrial revolution started moving work from the farm to the
city. By 2002, U.S. businesses occupied 3,472,200,000 square feet of office
space (Kelly, 2003). Yet, recent changes in business processes, products, and
technology advancements have called into question the importance of shared
office environments for organizations. Technology advances, which first made
possible large centralized work environments, now appear to be offering
opportunities to do away with shared office space (O’Mara, 1999).
As organizations have worked to integrate new management approaches
and technology tools into their processes, there has been a tendency to view
2

office space as a resource with a high price tag and little value, a relic of the way
business used to be. An approach often taken by organizations is to focus on
reducing the investment in shared office space as a discrete cost. This approach
isolates issues of office space utilization from the incorporation of new
management approaches and technological advances into business processes.
Separating evaluation and planning of shared office space from the
organizational system it should support, while saving short-term costs, casts
such office space in the role of a problem to be eliminated, rather than as a part
of a new solution.
Research and practice in the area of information technology have sought
to make collaborative human use of technological advances the solution to all
organizational needs (Brown and Duguid, 2000). By contrast, research in the
field of architecture and design has traditionally focused on the issue of how to
create better office work environments by focusing on the physiological and
psychological needs of individuals working in them. These valuable pursuits,
however, do not necessarily address the issue of why organizations need shared
office space. There is a developing body of work addressing space and
technology based on the stated needs of new organizational management
models, particularly in the areas of systems theory and socio-technical systems
(Horgen et al., 1999; Duffy and Hutton, 1998; Duffy et al., 1998), and the teaming
requirements of knowledge workers (Augustin, 2001; McCoy, 2001; McCoy,
1999; Smith and Kearny, 1994). This work takes an important step toward
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examining the way space can support different processes, but still does not
question the basic need for shared office space.
In order to get at the actual needs organizations now have for shared
office space, it is necessary to find a way to examine what an organization needs
to accomplish without considering the limitations under which they are
functioning now, and then to step back and see from that perspective what
unique value, if any, space provides. Design professionals I have talked to
largely see questioning organization’s need for shared office space as heretical -we all know at a gut level that organizations need shared office space, so why
ask such an elementary question? My answer is two-fold: 1) as the producers of
communication technology are claiming we can accomplish ever wider ranges of
organizational functions virtually, it is time for the design profession to be able to
show in a rigorous way what is provided to an organization as a result of having
shared office space, and 2) organizations make decisions based on evaluation of
relevant data. As organizations have become increasingly challenged to justify
every cost, data that demonstrate the value of shared office space from a
productivity and financial perspective are becoming essential. As designers have
provided no data to support the need for space, organizations have started to
experiment, often unsuccessfully, with reduced, minimized office environments.
Chiat Day is one example of an organization that committed to reduced office
space through extreme and mandatory hoteling, where there were only enough
desks to seat the number of people expected in the office daily, with the desks
being allocated daily and not belonging to any one person. The organization
4

ended up moving back to a more traditional territorial space utilization four years
latter (Anderton, 1998). This example is one that illustrate why it is time that the
design profession helps organizations explore why they need the space we help
them build.

Method of Examination
“In the varied topography of professional practice, there is a high,
hard ground overlooking a swamp. On the high ground,
manageable problems lend themselves to solution through the
application of research-based theory and technique. In the
swampy lowland, messy, confusing problems defy technical
solution. The irony of this situation is that the problems of the high
ground tend to be relatively unimportant to individuals or society at
large, however great their technical interest may be, while in the
swamp lie the problems of greatest human concern. The
practitioner must choose. Shall he remain on the high ground
where he can solve relatively unimportant problems according to
prevailing standards of rigor, or shall he descend to the swamp of
important problems and nonrigorous [i.e. non-quantitative] inquiry?”
(Schön, 1987, p 3).

The question of the relevance of office space to organizations is one that
requires an examination of several complex issues including: what “place” does
5

for humans in social units, and an understanding of what organizational units do
in order to function as units. This is not a question that seeks to measure, or
tries to establish divisions, or which results in formulas. It is a question that looks
to understand; thus, it is a question that requires a qualitative approach to data
analysis through a holistic or systemic structure (Loseke, 2000). Using this
approach, this question will lead to possibilities that will in turn, systemically lead
to more questions (Steier and Ostrenko, 2000) rather than definitive or measured
answers. The type of question I am asking suggests a certain perspective and
approach that are based in a belief in the importance of considering complexity in
framing a question and the realization that cognition is not “…the manipulation of
knowledge of an objective world…” (Winograd and Flores 1986). An important
part of considering complexity is realized through an understanding of the
assumptions that are made to get to the question being asked, and suggests a
postmodern approach, which acknowledges the role of the researcher in framing
the question as based in his or her own experience (Loseke, 2000; Steier and
Ostrenko, 2000). One way to accomplish this is with reflexive narrative, a form of
inquiry “not directed toward self,” (Conle, 2000, p 190) that uses “experiential
stories … [to] reorganize …personal practical knowledge” (Conle, 2000, p 190).
The narrative is used as the starting point for a phenomenological approach,
which focuses on, “philosophical examination of the foundation of experience and
action” (Winograd and Flores, 1986, p 9). In this way, the literature used to
explore the question refines the meaning of the question as it is explored.

6

An interdisciplinary approach makes it possible to ask this question in a
new way by utilizing the bodies of knowledge in different areas of study that are
typically viewed in isolation. These bodies of knowledge often help to reinforce
each other’s ideas as well as to continue the ideas at different levels. The
incorporation of theories in the fields of architecture, communication,
environmental psychology, industrial organizational psychology, and information
technology into a unified concept is what makes it possible to put forward this
thesis.

Theoretical Basis
To understand the role of space for organizations, I must start not with an
examination of the potential of space, but with an understanding of how
organizations are realized through the people that participate in them. The
importance of complexity to this issue, as discussed previously, is best
represented through a process that allows for a holistic approach, rather than a
linear causal approach. This is best accomplished using systems theory.
Communication must take place in a shared physical space to be
complete communication, i.e., communication in shared space utilizes explicit
and implicit communication that requires the affordances that space provides.
The full range of communication affordances available only when participants are
in shared space makes it an irreplaceable support for certain kinds of
organizational communication. The bodies of theory and research that I will
draw on to support this view are from systems theory, autopoiesis and
7

communication theory, organizational theory, information technology, ecological
psychology, and semiotics.

Systems Theory
Shared office space and technological advances are tools that all aim to
support organizations. Yet, organizations tend to separate the evaluation of the
use of these tools from organizational process and from each other, evaluating
them as separate cost centers. In order to examine the question of why
organizations need shared office space, it is necessary to simultaneously
examine the organization and its support tools. Systems theory offers a means
to do so, as it is based on the concept that the whole cannot be understood by
examining its parts in isolation but must be understood through the
interconnection among the parts (Capra, 1996).

Autopoiesis and Social Systems Theory
Autopoiesis, originally conceived as a means for characterizing living
entities, and social systems theory provide biologically rooted explanations for
our ability to think as individuals, and our ability to create social units. The theory
also defines the relationship of a living system to its surroundings, and describes
observing as what distinguishes the system, not its actual production (Capra,
1996). Through their extension of autopoiesis and social systems theory,
Maturana and Varela (1998) offer an explanation of the development of
knowledge both for individuals and for groups of people. An additional benefit of
8

these approaches is that organizations, the ultimate end users in this case,
based on my experiences, tend to respect and be more comfortable with
arguments founded in the hard sciences.

Communication Theory
The transmutation of knowledge from the individual to the group is the
aspect of organizational interactions where shared office space is most
important. In order to understand what actually occurs during this process the
clarification of communication offered by Niklas Luhmann is essential. Luhmann
defines a communication act as being what is between people involving a
sender, an utterance, and a receiver (Luhmann, 1992). This concept provides a
clear way to see that there is a difference in what is in our own mind, an
utterance, and the meaning that is made in the mind of another. By doing this
Luhmann also shows that it is the circular use of the communication act that
provides common understanding for groups of people. Said another way, it is the
recursivity of this social act that enables the creation of language and meaning.
Luhmann’s work then provides the basis for an understanding that organizational
knowledge exists and how it is created.

Organizational Theory
Organizational theories support this thesis in two ways; first, through
historical examination, they provide input for why organizations approach the use
of space as they do, and second, they provide a current perspective on how we
9

view organizational processes as the basis for looking at the need for space in
contemporary organizations. This is because these theories are descriptors, not
of organizations as they are, but of what new opportunities for improving
organizations are available at a particular time. The improvements that make
possible the theories I will utilize are based largely in technological advances and
the challenges and possibilities they offer organizations.

Semiotics
The organizational process that office space should support is defined in
semiotics, which is the basis for how people realize an organization through
creating common understanding, or languaging. Semiotics does this by
providing the structure for understanding how we socially create meaning
through languaging and the symbol systems we create. Semiotics provides the
understanding of how, as humans, we enact this process, and describes the
tools we use to work with—communication channels. It also provides the
important recognition of the complexity through its recognition that languaging is
both implicit and explicit, and that we do not do all of our languaging verbally or
at the conscious level (Leeds-Hurwitz, 1989).

Media Richness Theory
After establishing the importance of communication to organizations, it is
necessary to establish the capacity of different media to carry communication,
that is, to what extent the media currently available can access auditory, visual,
10

and proximity cues as well as the time factor (immediacy or not) of the
communication. What is unique about common physical space as regards
communication is its ability to access all available channels of communication for
languaging. Media richness theory provides a scale of “richness’ of media based
on factors including channels of communication, and feedback (time immediacy
of the communication) (Daft et al., 1987). This provides the basis for
differentiating the inherent capacity of office space and other specific
communication technologies to support creation of languaging.

Ecological Psychology
Ecological Psychology suggests that there is a reciprocal relationship
between “the environment” – “the surroundings of those organisms that perceive
and behave, that is to say animals,” (Gibson, 1979, p 7), in this case people, that
is dependent on how characteristics of each relate to the other. As an example,
it means that for a certain size person, with perhaps certain mobility a door is
“closable” while to an infant it is not. For this relationship to exist, the animal
must have certain characteristics – they can stand upright, they can hold a
handle, and it assumes some things about the environment as well – the door is
a certain weight, moves in a certain way etc. In the case of an organization
trying to accomplish something, there are characteristics of their activity that
make enable it to function as an organization. Space affords us the opportunity
to do certain things, such as share a handshake, an activity that is based on the
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characteristics of the people involved and capacity of the environment to support
it (Lombardo, 1987).

Summary of Chapter One
Organizational systems are being challenged to respond to changes in the
business climate, their environment. One of the structural changes that they can
make to support their process is to change their use of space or eliminate it
entirely. Although generally, shared office space in organizations is not
examined as part of a functioning system, if we are going to have an
understanding of the value this space provides it must be understood as part of
an organizational system. Although I am presenting this document in a linear
format, I recognize the importance of a systemic approach through structuring
this document as a systemic argument: observer, environment and system. I will
first examine my own perspective as an observer in order to recognize how and
why I frame the question as I do. Next, I will examine the “environment,” the
U.S. economy, in order to recognize the perturbations it makes on the system,
and how the perturbations it has made in the past provide a perspective for
today’s business system observers. Finally, I will look at the production of the
business system knowledge, to understand the structural options for producing it.
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Chapter Two
The Observer – the Experiences that Led Me to the Question

“Every reflection brings forth a world” (Maturana and Varela, 1998, 26).

The perspective of the observer determines the framing of a question
and the possibilities available for an answer. Keeney states “…what one
perceives and knows is largely due to the distinctions one draws” (Keeney,
1983, p 24). I cannot divorce myself from my experiences, nor can I remove
them from how I will see. This chapter is a reflexive narrative, which uses
my personal and practice experiences as a way to examine my perspective
in the development and examination of this research question. For the
reader it presents the belief structure from which I see this question.
Perhaps through sharing these stories I can also share my perspective on
the question and acknowledge “... the descriptor is in the description, the
observer in the observed…” (Keeney, 1983, p23).

Early Experiences
I am ten years old and riding in the back seat of a car looking out over
what used to be the crossroads of a rural dairy farming area. There used to
13

be a small town center that was made of several converted houses. In its
place is a strip shopping center, ugly, sparse, impersonal, the latest addition
to the constantly sprawling suburbs in which I am growing up. It is the first
time I can remember thinking people deserve better places than this and that
I should be involved in providing that “better place.” At that point, for me,
“better” meant nicer to be in. It did not seem a complicated idea. Yet, over
the years, I have come to understand that “better” design is hard to get
people to agree on and therefore even harder to get them to see as
something of importance rather than as a luxury.
I studied architecture with the goal of making “better” places for
people. As I have had the opportunity to interact with design schools, I
have come to understand that people who occupy and use buildings are not
the focus of architectural education. I was, however, lucky enough in my
own education to have access to faculty with interests in human factors and
the built environment. Most influential in that group was Henry Sanoff, who
taught participatory design practices. In his class, we learned by doing - we
involved people in the design process so that we could not only understand
the importance of the user in the design process, but that we could (and
should) actively involve them in programming their own spaces. This
process clarified several things for me. First, people who do not design
spaces for a living rarely think about what space can be. Their ranges of
possibility are limited typically by the spaces they have experienced.
Therefore, our goal was to get the community involved to move away from
14

thinking about the finished space, and move toward thinking about what they
needed to accomplish, and how. To do this we provided gaming tools,
which Sanoff had developed. The gaming tools allow the users to ‘see’ and
work with their space as a way to start a dialogue about what kind of space
would meet their needs (Sanoff, 1979). Second, the users of the space often
have neither thought about their space needs in terms of their own work
process, nor about optimizing those spaces. If, as a designer, I do not make
the effort to help them focus on their needs, I will create spaces that will not
meet their needs as fully or as well as I should. My first role, therefore, is a
dual one -- that of facilitator and resource who is part of their process of
creating a new space. Third, the users of the space have often not talked to
others involved in their organizational processes to see if everyone
understands the process in the same way. The benefit of creating dialog
may be an enhanced work process through the creation of a shared group
understanding of the organizational pattern rather than many differing
individual ones (Horgen et. al., 1999; Ferguson, 2002). This early
experience working with Sanoff in architecture school reinforced my belief
that space should be about the people using it. This belief system has led
to continued questions and challenges, as I started working and discovered
that the profession did not function the way I expected. The segmented
practice approach I was to experience rarely allowed for me to utilize the
skills needed to access space user needs, always leaving me feeling that
spaces were less than adequate for the users.
15

Work Experiences
I have worked for twenty years creating workspaces for business
organizations. My practice experience has not been a straight path, but has
included tours through the construction process in the roles of architectural
designer, interior designer, end user’s architectural staff, subcontractor,
contractor, and real estate consultant. In addition, while performing some of
these roles, I have been a space user in the organizations for which I
created space. This wide perspective has enabled me to see how the
segmentation of the design process adversely affects the creation of office
space that supports the needs of the users of the space. Opportunities to
see space being used and to receive feedback from users have confirmed a
view that we often are challenging them to get their jobs done in the spaces
we create, rather than supporting their work processes.
As I worked in the many roles in the design and construction process,
I became aware that each role had languages, goals, challenges, and
reward systems that were often at odds with one another, and with the
overall process. The levels of education in these professions varied greatly
and focused on different skill sets. More importantly, most people involved
in the design and construction process were so segregated into one part of
the process that they did not understand how they influence the larger
process and what the values and motivations of the other people in that
larger process are. Each profession has skills they try to make valuable and
blind spots as regards what they think is unimportant to the process. The
16

resulting projects are often a disconnect of skills that are not followed
through to the benefit of the project, and a bringing forward of the blind spots
to the detriment of the project.
Architecture, as an example, focuses in its educational process, its
publications, and its awards on three-dimensional aesthetics (proportion,
volume, and balance), and solving complex spatial issues. The language
they speak is about space; the rewards they get are based in aesthetic
achievement. Architects do not typically control the construction budget, nor
do they usually deal with the maintenance costs or practical facilities
management issues. They have no concern as to who owns the building,
when it will be sold, how long the lease is. They do not understand the longterm financial issues their client may be facing, whether or not there are
leadership changes on the horizon, or how such changes will affect the
organization of the company. They do not understand the strengths and
limitations of technology, or the realities of trying to incorporate technology
into, or in the place of, buildings. They also sometimes know nothing about
the people who will occupy the spaces they create. This narrow
professional scope of practicing architects is what points many of them
toward the wrong questions. On the other hand, a skill not often recognized
by architects, but certainly present in their education, is the ability to solve a
problem in three dimensions. This skill when utilized to its fullest makes an
architect particularly valuable to organizations, as a facilitator of
communication to create agreement, perhaps for space as its initial purpose,
17

but with the added benefit of helping the organization define and understand
itself throughout (Ferguson, 2002; Horgen et al., 1999; Duffy et al., 1998).
(There is great variance in what different architectural practices do. Some
firms work hard to have a wider perspective represented in their design
solutions by trying to incorporate the knowledge and skill traditionally
brought to a project by other professions, for example the firms of Collman
and Karsky, and the Washington D.C. office of Gensler.)
Table 1 - Perspectives in the Creation of Organizational Space
Role
Commercial Realtor
Determine and procure the
best space based on
financial, size, & locational
criteria
In house RE architect
Provide value to the
organization through
management of their space
Architect
Creation of three dimensional
space, determination of form,
volume and external detailing
Interior Designer
Finishes, color, surface
texture and arrangement of
furnishings
Contractor
Build the project in budget
and on time
Sub-contractor
Complete the installation of
the materials in their area of
expertise

Educational focus

Scope of project involvement*

Finance, contracts,
regulations

Through procuring space

Varies

Varies from design to
construction sometimes through
occupancy

Aesthetics of form, proportion, Design through contractor
balance in the sculptural
selection, sometimes through
sense,
construction to pre or early
occupancy
Aesthetics of the interior
based on color, texture, light
and the relationships of
objects in the space

After volume is created through
installation of furnishing to pre or
early occupancy photographs

Project Management, legal
issues, building technology

From bid or negotiation through
construction completion and
acceptence by client

Wide range from engineering Occasionally during design,
to installation expertise to 'by usually from the bid through the
the seat of the pants',
product warranty period
material and installation
expertise, sometimes
contractual and project
management expertise

* The roles described here can vary widely.
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A specific example where I was involved as a designer hired by a real
estate group of an organization shows how our focus on the goal of our
client to reduce the cost of real estate caused us to lose sight of why the
organization had office space. Because it had been determined that, as a
general work practice, many people in the organization were out of the office
on a regular basis, we designed the space utilizing a hoteling concept; such
that there were significantly fewer desks in the office than employees. To
make the 'hoteling' easier to manage, we also reduced and standardized the
types of office space. Therefore, space within the office was assigned daily
to all users in the office, on a first come, first-served basis. Spaces could
not be reserved for groups to be located adjacent to one another, unless
adjacent spaces where available as each person arrived. The physical
environment provided was an open office layout that had neither privacy, nor
significant or long-term storage. We designed one open office layout that
would be used for everyone but senior executives, who received small,
enclosed offices. Working within this office space was a group of litigators,
who handled cases with high financial stakes. They came together as
needed for a case and worked together for the duration of the case. The
effort involved a high level of teamwork and sharing of many confidential
documents. The large space they needed to work as a team was only
available as conference room space, which was in limited supply and had to
be reserved for limited blocks of time and without significant security.
Security was only available for the litigators’ documentation if they split the
19

documents among the one or two file cabinet drawers assigned to each
person in the core of the building. What the group did in response was to go
out under cover of night, buy heavy-duty door locks, install them on the
doors of office conference room spaces, and take them over for the term of
their project. By breaking the "rules" in this significant way, the group
assured themselves of the ability to do their work, as they needed to. We
had reduced costs significantly, but in turn had created a workplace unable
to meet the needs of the people working in it.
The reason the organization had office space was for the litigators and
others to accomplish their work. If we, as designers, were getting in the way
of work being accomplished, then the cost of real estate to the organization
actually increased to include the amount of time wasted by the workers
unable to get their work done effectively. Unfortunately, this decision
making process had been isolated from the organizational process, seeing
people only as quantities of “butts in seats”. We had no connection back to
what people where trying to accomplish with the space. We were solving
the wrong problem.
How did we get so focused on “cost savings” as the issue, to the
exclusion of functions of the people in space? If designers and architects
are to bring their many varied skills into the design and construction process,
it is time to back up to the big picture, to reflect on the actual value of space
to an organization, and then to refocus on how to better utilize our skills and
knowledge to provide it.
20

Back to School
When I returned to school, it was with a frustration at the way my
profession was practiced. I felt there was so much more knowledge
available than we were applying to the projects we were producing. My goal,
at the start, was to learn more about the materials and methods at my
disposal to construct better spaces. By this I mean to understand the
materials and spatial properties, such as acoustics, temperature control, and
lighting, that can be used in the design and building of office space. There
were however, several occurrences during my graduate work that made me
refocus on what was the real challenge was for me.
The first occurrence was when I wrote the first draft of my thesis
proposal and two faculty members challenged my subject in very different
ways. It is perhaps important here to note that I was interested in
considering the importance of privacy in office spaces. The first challenge
was to ask me what I brought to the question that was new, and the second
challenge was did I have the expertise to examine the question as needed.
A former professor stated that there was nothing new in what I was
proposing and that the work had been done many times over. Both
challenges brought up questions for which I had no good answer. I felt the
question I was asking required physiological research, an area in which I was
not trained or being trained.
What came up in its place was a semester of more challenges and an
approach to thinking about questions that changed the structure of what I
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thought was important to ask. The second occurrence was precipitated by a
classmate, who had run an organization of her own for years, first with office
space and then virtually. She declared there was nothing that could not be
accomplished virtually -- a claim I believed at a gut level was ridiculous.
However, while she was able to cite examples of work of many kinds being
done virtually, I could provide no cases on why organizations needed to have
space. The third occurrence was an assignment that eventually provided the
basis for my thesis. We were to take or find a picture of a system and
describe it. I decided to describe a workplace (utilizing pictures that were
taken professionally of existing office spaces.) The assignment started with
a list of all of the reasons I could think of why organizations had workplaces,
including:
•

A place an organization has to house employees

•

The second largest cost most organizations have, that should be
minimized as much as possible

•

The canvas an organization used to let clients and potential clients
know how successful they are

•

A place where workers can be watched to assure that the company is
getting their money’s worth (in time).

•

A place where an organizations can define itself, as well as
determining who are its customers and its employees

•

A place that reflects an organization’s attitude about its employees

•

A place that supports the work process of an organization
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•

One of the tools for establishing connection among the people
participating in an organization

•

A place to get tasks done

•

A place to think (Smith and Kearny, 1994)

•

A tool to aid creation and evolution of ideas through thinking and
interaction

When I finished the assignment, it was clear that the organization and not the
workplace was the system. In addition, when I thought about this list, I
started on a mental checklist to see if I thought any of the reasons for
workplaces could be achieved virtually, cheaper. Yet this approach was not
systemic, I needed to look at the process of the organization and understand
how, where and when space could best support it and perhaps acknowledge
that there were some ways that virtual approaches might, in fact, support
organizations more effectively.

Summary of Chapter Two
The process of being in school and in some ways the process of being
a professional have been a “’test’ [of] the frame within which [I] was
operating,” at a tacit level (Steier and Ostrenko, 2000, p 48). I have spent
years frustrated by the question of what “better space” is for organizations
and have been recently motivated to focus on understanding the answer
because of the challenges presented by my practice and school experiences.
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First, I have seen organizations focus on reducing the cost of space to the
point of making it a work obstacle instead of a work support and I was the
person forcing people into that unworkable space. Even with this challenge,
“better space” was still a physical answer to me. It was not until the second
challenge by a business-owning classmate saying that space was not
needed at all that I finally had to look for a different frame in which to see the
question (Senge, 1994). I was not looking for a physical solution for space; I
was looking for a way to use space to enhance business processes. Most
amazing, this has brought me back to the importance of the design process I
learned as an undergraduate (Sanoff, 1979) as a tool to get to the right
question. If we look at what an organization is doing, including in our
consideration all of their support resources (Horgen et al. 1999) we will solve
a different problem than if we match numbers of butts to allocations of square
feet.
My return to school was based on the desire to provide my clients with
proof that space can be important to the function of their organizations, and
to be able to show them how. My studies have provided the basis for
understanding how to ask the question and the tools for forming an answer.
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Chapter Three
Environmental Perturbation of an Organizational System
Utilizing a systemic approach to examining a question brings the
importance of environment to the forefront. We often describe organizations
as responding to an external stimulus or their ”environment.” Maturana and
Varela (1998) explain that although systems are perturbated by the
environment their own response to that perturbation is structural, and
internally determined. The system reacts to perturbation from the
environment as a way to maintain its own “configuration of relationships that
determine its essential characteristics,” (Capra, 1996, p161). It does this by
changing its own structure, the “physical embodiment” of the essential
characteristic’s relationships (Capra, 1996, p161). This occurrence Maturana
and Varela (1998) call “social coupling” is important because it sets up the
relationship of the environment to the system as a type of “structural
coupling” that involves recursive perturbative behavior in the domain of
languaging. Ultimately, activity of the environment may prompt the system to
need to respond but importantly does not determine how (or if). For an
organizational system, this means that it is important to understand not only
the perturbations from the environment but also why the system responded
as it did, historically, and what choices it might make currently.
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In the case of organizations in the United States, the environment is
the larger business environment, or “economy,” in which the organizations
must survive. The structural change I am addressing involves the use of
shared office space by organizations and the perturbation that I believe is
important is the development and utilization of technology.
Technology has made possible and prompted the use of large shared
office spaces by organizations. By examining the historical perturbations in
the form of technology changes, I will establish why and how organizations,
through their use of shared office space, responded to these perturbations.
This is critical in that how organizations have historically used shared office
space has established the basis of our current approach to designing and
utilizing shared office space. I will then describe the contemporary
perturbations of technology advances in order to examine why shared office
space as a structural element in organizations is still important.

History
“The office of today is, for the most part, a descendant of the farm
workplace of the 1700s and the factory workplace of the 1800s. In both
cases, employers had no choice but to bring all the workers to one
workplace and to require them to be there at the same time. ” (Gordon,
1998)

Prior to the industrial revolution, businesses were customarily family
run, predominately agriculturally based, and generally located in the same
structure as the home (Zelinsky, 1998). However, due to the advances in
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technology during the industrial revolution, the business environment
changed significantly. Farming, technology, and power source improvements
provided a need for, and made possible, large production facilities (WGBH
Boston, 1990). Improved farming methods increased wealth, and then
population. By reducing the labor needed for agriculture, this labor became
available for other work. Technology provided access to raw materials and
improved power sources, and promoted faster production through the
utilization of increasingly complex and expensive mechanization. Power
sources supported use of more machinery, while at the same time making it
necessary to locate machinery in the same place in order to fully utilize the
power source (WGBH Boston, 1990). Although the machinery was
expensive, people produced products much faster than they could by hand
(Smith, 2001, Shafritz and Ott, 2001). The expense involved in procuring,
powering, and housing equipment soon became a limiting factor in the
number of people who had the wealth to run an organization (Shafritz and
Ott, 2001). Further, quicker production did not remove people from the
work processes. It was still necessary for the people to be physically
involved.
Technology also improved construction methods and building
infrastructures, which made it possible for increasingly large groups of people
to work together. Construction materials and the knowledge of how to better
utilize them continued to evolve. For example, larger floor plates became
possible because of technology and construction methods that disconnected
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a building's structure from its exterior shell. Starting in 1817 the ability to
mass-produce nails made it possible to move wood construction from post
and beam to studs and planks, a much lighter construction method (Tunnard
and Reed, 1956; Fitch, 1975). This was followed by the use of cast iron for
structural systems in the United States in 1848 (although the use of cast iron
in England started as far back as the 1790’s) (Tunnard and Reed, 1956). In
addition, the advent of artificial light enabled people and their tasks to be
located away from daylight sources, and possibly without daylight at all. “…a
machine (unlike a slave or a horse) is most economically operated when it
runs all of the time” (Fitch, 1975). Up until this time work hours were largely
determined by available daylight. Technology then could physically locate
people together in ways that had not been possible in the past. Office
buildings, as we have come to know them, were a technology advancement
of the industrial revolution.
Workers moved into offices as organizations expanded, increasing the
need for tracking and management of the organization (Zelinsky, 1998). In
the office, also there was a progression of technology that required users to
be in organizational space because of the initial cost of the equipment and
the physical nature of input and output. These machines included
telephones, typewriters, calculators, fax machines, and computers (Zelinsky,
1998).
What organizations appear to have focused on was the physical
connection of manual tasks. This can be seen in the evolution of
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organizational theories of the time, where the ability to improve an
organization is focused on the improved efficiency of the physical tasks
(Shafritz and Ott, 2001, Smith, 2001; Taylor, 2001). Additionally, from an
organizational perspective, there was a distinction between those that think
and those that do – mental and manual labor (Fayol, 2001, Taylor 2001).
This distinction between thinking and doing has given rise to a belief system
that people doing manual work do not need to think or do not have a
knowledge component to their work, which continues to some extent in the
business world today (Brown and Duguid, 2000). With the focus of
organizational theory being on manual work, physical connections in work
places became key in organizational performance improvement attempts.

Technology Perturbations of the Economy Today
Technological advances are creating change in a significantly different
way again today (Shafritz and Ott, 2001). Technologies have advanced from
simple mechanical support of physical processes to include electronic
support of mental and communication processes (Judy and D’Amico, 1997).
These technologies have eliminated many of the simple mental tasks
previously present in office work while expanding the need for jobs requiring
highly skilled and knowledgeable workers (Judy and D’Amico, 1997; Perlow,
1997). In addition, the value of previously unrecognized mental components
of ‘manual work’ is now being recognized as significant by organizations
(Brown and Duguid, 2000). Products that are applied knowledge -- intangible
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“knowledge services” (i.e., consultants) -- are the economy’s most significant
growth area (Judy and D’Amico, 1997) and provide the most significant value
(Birchard, 1999, Stewart 1999). Now increased organizational productivity is
based in the ability to increase the quality and speed of knowledge rather
than manual labor. This knowledge is facilitated by technology but is not
what technology provides.
In addition, major technological advances in areas of communication
& computers are affecting the movement, storage, and retrieval of
information (Judy and D’Amico, 1997). Technology advances have provided
several benefits to communication: 1) reducing the cost of communication
(Friedman, 2000, Judy and D’Amico, 1997), 2) providing easier access and,
3) making it faster (Friedman, 2000). Computing capacities have increased
dramatically in both capabilities and volume (Judy and D’Amico, 1997), while
the hardware has shrunk in size, weight and cost (Stewart, 1999).
Ultimately, what electronic technology is doing is enabling the rapid, cost
effective transmission, storage, and manipulation of information as data while
simultaneously reducing the factors of transmission time and distance.

Summary of Chapter Three
Organizations have always accomplished their objectives with a
combination of physical and mental resources. Technologies have been
developed over the years that support and eliminate many of the physical
and simple mental tasks that were needed by organizations, resulting in
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more time becoming available for the more complex mental aspect of
organizations, the generation of ideas. In his article on accounting for
intangible assets, Birchard states, “Instead of plants and equipment,
companies today compete on ideas and relationships. Assets come in the
form of patents, knowledge, and people” (Birchard, 1999, p318). Therefore,
as the environment for U.S. organizations continues to change, technology
offers more opportunities than ever before, including lower expenses,
elimination of time barriers, and geographical expansion of business
markets. Increasingly large portions of the economy are now based on
knowledge work. What becomes the challenge then for organizations is to
determine where knowledge resides in their organizational processes and
what they can do structurally to support and enhance those processes of
knowledge creation.
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Chapter Four
The system
“Full membership in a verbal community involves inextricably
intertwined nonverbal and verbal circumstances and processes”
(Juliá, 2000, p 776).

“It is no surprise, really, that cyberspace has become famous for
“identity experiments” and con games. The world of information is
often so thin, the cues and clues so few, that in many cases it’s
easy to pose, even as an ex-Indian Army soldier now working as a
billiard marker, and get away with it. In the tight restrictions of the
information channel, without the corroboration that broader context
offers (or refuses), the powerful detective skills that everyone relies
on have little room to work.” (Brown and Duguid, 2000, p2)

Changes in the environment have triggered organizational systems to
recognize the growing importance of “knowledge” to their pattern of organization.
Increasingly, organizational priorities are based on intangible production, which
no longer needs space to physically connect it. The challenge, then for
organizations is how to identify the process of knowledge creation and how to
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structure their organization to support it. This chapter will identify what
organizational knowledge is and how it is created. Then, the affordances space
provides to create organizational knowledge will be presented as a unique and
essential support of that knowledge creation.

Distinguishing Knowledge and Information
The word ‘information’ is often used to describe the era in which we find
ourselves (Brown and Duguid, 2000). It is a term I will use to represent data that
is without connection to the people who generated it. Information will be couched
as language reduced to its explicit part that can be documented, stored, and/or
transferred in a particular format without a social context. The meaning of the
information is dependent on the user and the extent to which he or she has the
specific and necessary socially-developed “forms of expression” (Encarta, 1999,
electronic) or ‘language’ in common with the creator. In our culture, we often
confuse data on a computer with organizational knowledge even through the
usefulness of each to an organization is significantly different. An example of
information can be found in the graphs that my husband, a geochemist, puts
together. The graphs tell a story on the origins of the rocks in an area of the
Appalachian Mountains, as the abundances of certain chemical elements or
compounds represented on the graphs reveal the geologic evolution of the region
(see figure 1.). Located on the Internet where they can be accessed without
interaction with their creator, the graphs contain all of the data that geochemists
need to understand the story they tell. Although the information is in the graph,
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for a non-geologist it has no meaning. Ultimately, for information to be useful
there is a user prerequisite that he or she shares an existing language with the
creator. The shared language is a critical component, in order to be able to
share knowledge or to decipher information.

Figure 1 – Geochemistry of the Buck Creek and Carroll Knob
Mafic/Ultramafic Complexes

Knowledge is the term I will use for the pattern that an organizational
system must maximize in order to survive and thrive. Knowledge is a challenging
term because it is used to cover both knowledge as individual cognition and
knowledge created by social systems -- one existing in human nervous systems,
the other existing in human social systems. There is a distinct difference
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between coming to “know” something as an individual and “knowing “within an
organizational system.
Cognition, which in its usual interpretation exists within an individual, and
is, biologically speaking the pattern of the neural system (Maturana and Varela,
1998). It is the “I know” or “light bulb” moment that results from the structural
coupling of a human nervous system and the environment. Because it develops
as we come to know, cognition is unique to each of us and our own neural
system pattern. The challenge comes when we want to take that knowledge
outside of ourselves, as it is not possible to ‘sync’ our nervous systems the way
we can ‘sync’ PDA’s (personal digital assistants). I cannot give another person
my neural patterns, nor can I experience theirs. So how can I know that they
know what I know? The use of this one word – knowledge-- to cover two such
diverse occurrences, misses the difficulty of the transmutation that exists
between the two forms of knowledge.

Knowledge in Organizations
"Organizational knowing” is based in the ability of the organization as
people to support commonality between people (Cook and Yarrow, 2001;
Wenger, 2000). Three bodies of work each approach the concept very
differently; yet end up with the same general idea -- that the common expression
that groups create is where organizational knowing exists. The concept of
human social systems, from autopoiesis, addresses the concept from the
direction of the environment of living entities and how they exist as social groups.
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The Communities of practice concept, from organizational theory, examine the
pattern within the social system of an organization needed to create knowledge.
The concept of Interaction communities, from semiotics, examines the structure
within the organizational system that supports the pattern of knowing. Although
the three present a differing view of organizational knowing, all offer insight into
the capacity people have to create the common expression necessary to create
knowledge.
A human social system is the human form of ‘structural coupling’, of
entities whose existence is independent but that perturbate each other
recursively, appearing to an observer to be causing responses in each other. In
such a system, the components have “maximum autonomy, i.e., components
with many dimensions of independent existence” (Maturana and Varela, 1998, p.
198). Unlike other systems and metasystems, the components of human social
systems – people - exist as part of multiple independent systems. Maturana
states that the “operational requirement for membership in a human society is the
involvement of the autopoiesis of the human participants in the realization of the
explicit and implicit rules of behavior that define it.” (Maturana, 1980, p. 17)
Human social systems, through their interactions, set up the conscious and
unconscious rules by which they operate. Thus, there is a production of common
behavior by the social unit, which is what produces the system. Maturana makes
clear that he does not consider a worker in a capitalistic economy a member of
the organization for which he works because there is “no employment with
respect to his abilities, and …he has not other independent means of survival”
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(Maturana, 1980, p18). Yet, I believe that organizations recognizing the value of
the knowledge residing collectively in their people may be bring them more in line
with Maturana’s outline of what is needed for a true human social system, a
“respect to his abilities”. This follows on the ideas of Teilhard de Chardin, that
mankind is evolving toward a higher level of being (Teilhard de Chardin, 1964)
and Varela’s discussion on ethics as being “a moment-to-moment awareness of
the virtual nature of our selves (Varela, 1999, p 75). This description Varela
gives of ethics is connected to Maturana's view of human social systems as
maximizing people's minds as a resource. Perhaps human organizations can
become true human social systems, and part of the evolution of mankind
(Teilhard de Chardin, 1964).
“Communities of practice” are “communities that accumulate collective
learning into social practices” (Wenger, 2000, p. 4). Brown and Duguid describe
the knowledge that communities of practice develop as,”Know-how embraces the
ability to put know-what into practice” (Brown and Duguid, 1998, p 95). Just as
Maturana distinguishes less recursive interactions as different from social
systems, Wenger distinguishes communities of practice from project teams
because “communities of practice must grow organically as their learning unfolds”
(Wenger, 2000, p 9). He further describes the needs of these groups as
“a sense of joint enterprise… members must have enough opportunities to
interact with one another in joint activities to build relationships, trust, and
personal identities. This ongoing mutual engagement makes the community
real as an experience and weaves the social fabric necessary to support
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joint learning… members must develop a shared repertoire of concepts,
tools, language, stories and sensitivities that will embody the distinctive
knowledge of the community and become a unique resource for further
learning“ (Wenger, 2000, p. 10).
Maturana’s rules for membership in a human social system are similar to Brown
and Duguid’s ‘evidence’ and ‘endorsements,’ i.e.:
“Communities develop their own distinct criteria for what counts as evidence
and what provides ‘warrants’ - the endorsements of knowledge that encourage
people to rely on it and hence make it actionable” (Brown and Duguid, 1998, p
99).
Semiotics discusses this same concept as an interaction community and a
speech community. Leeds-Hurwitz defines an interaction community as,
“…a group of people holding the same ways of interaction in common …Just
as speech community involves the group having a language in common, an
interaction community can be described as the group having the same rules
for the use not only of the language but of other communicative systems as
well” (Leeds-Hurwitz, 1989, p 57).

For the purposes of this discussion, language is defined in a broader sense, to
include the other ‘communicative systems’. Leeds-Hurwitz also lays out the
three components for a speech community:
“(a) the group of people must have at least one language in common, (b) they
must have particular norms for use of the language in common, and (c) they
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must spend time together so that they continue to have the same language
and norms for use of the language, instead of growing apart. “ (LeedsHurwitz, 1989, p. 56)
What is important then in all of these bodies of thought is the idea that
there is an aspect of being together as humans that requires creating a common
language in order to have a common understanding. The commonality that
groups of people create is a necessary starting point for the "actionability" of
knowledge. Thus, the knowledge within an organization is connected to the
language created and shared by groups of people. When information is
extracted from that knowledge, it lacks the support of that commonality.
Information then is something different and less useful than knowledge. Brown
and Duguid have noted that, “The locally embedded nature of these practices
and warrants can make knowledge extremely ‘sticky ‘to use…” (Brown and
Duguid, 1998, pp 99). In order to maximize the creation on knowledge within an
organization, organizations must understand how groups create common
languages, which occurs through communication.

Communication Creating Knowledge
The pattern that allows human beings to connect individual knowing to
group knowing is reciprocal communication acts. The unit of this process - the
communication act - can be defined as,
“a synthesis of three different selections, namely, selection of information,
selection of the utterance of this information, and a selective understanding
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or misunderstanding of this utterance and its information” (Luhmann, 1992, p.
252).
Mingers further detailed this explanation of the communicative act:
“…information is what the message is about…Utterance is the form in which it
is produced - how? By whom? When? And understanding is the sense or
meaning that it generates (which can include misunderstandings) in the
receiver” (Mingers, 1995, p142).
Luhmann contends: “Therefore communication occurs only when a difference of
utterance and information is understood. This distinguishes it from the mere
perception of the behavior of others” (Luhmann, 1992, p. 252). He further
identified communicative acts as the elements of social systems that are not
individual knowing (Mingers, 1995). For my purposes, there is one important
change I will make to Luhmann’s description, and that is to replace utterance, a
word rooted in spoken language, with expression, a word that accepts many
other channels for conveyance of information between people. The distinction of
communication as an act that is between people requiring expression by one
person and understanding by another person illustrates the act that humans use
recursively to transmute individual knowing to social knowing. Organizational
knowing cannot access the neural systems of its employees. Organizational
knowledge must be created; it is not just a summation of the knowledge held by
individuals in the organization. This is the challenge that organizations face
when trying to support the development of communication to create knowledge.
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The concept that Luhmann presents distinguishes the communication
domain as not in the physical domain. Mingers, however, points out a concern
with the construction of Luhmann’s theory, which claims human social systems
are autopoietic in the domain of communication, indicating that communication
does not exist in a physical domain. ”It is one thing to say analytically that
communications generate communications, but operationally they require people
to undertake specific actions and make specific choices” (Mingers, 1995, pp 149
– 150).
The how of the “utterance” (or as I would say “expression”) of
communication, requires the sender to act physically to create the information
separate from the knowing of his neural system. This may challenge the ability
to call a human social system autopoietic, rather than a “third order structural
coupling,” but it does leave Luhmann’s clear indication of the act of
communication as occurring between people and it is this latter aspect that is
important to this thesis.
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Figure 2 – Communicative Acts

(Mingers, 1995, p. 144)
Recursive communicative acts are termed language – “…behavior that
stands for or represents something other than itself” (Mingers 1995, p74). Von
Krogh and Roos recognize that, “…there are several systems of language used
by human beings over time, e.g. olfaction, touch, gesture, facial expression,
posture, pheromones, vocal intonation and text…” (von Krogh and Roos, 1995, p
96) yet they, along with others, focus on spoken language:
“To utter recognizable statements is not sufficient for communication. What
computers lack is the human body’s other language systems, like gestures,
and activity to form speech which is as meaningful as human speech…” (von
Krogh and Roos, 1995, p 96).
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If the goal is to create the most meaningful commonality for knowledge, then
it is essential to consider languaging in this broader sense, as it is the only way to
acknowledge complete communication. Leeds-Hurwitz identifies the many
channels through which communication is practiced by people, including verbal and
nonverbal modes of communication, specifically “Paralanguage (how things are
said), kinesics (what we do with our bodies), proxemics (use of space), touch, taste,
smell, and objects” (Leeds-Hurwitz, 1989, p 102). For a fuller definition of these
terms, see the following table.
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Table 2 – Channels of Communication
Channels of Communication
Language: The words we say, which are then combined into utterances, and utterances into various
forms of discourse. Discourse is the common term for any extended presentation of workds, including
everything from conversations to public speeches.
Paralanguage: Vocall behavior which is not verbal. This is, everythng which is produced by the vocal
tract except words. This includes four main aspects: vocie quality (how your voice sounds: hoarse,
raspy, etc.), vocal qualifiers (how you say thngs: stress, pitch, length, etc.), vocal characterizers (nonspeech noises: laugh, cry, ect.). and vocial segregates (sounds which function like workd: uh, huh, shh,
etc. ). Sometimes pauses and silences are studied as well; other times, these are studied as part of the
use of language.
Kinesics: Everything we do with our bodies, from posture to facial expressions, to were we look with our
eyes (sometimes studied separately as eye gaze phenomena). This is divided into three main aspects:
prekinesics (physiological basis of movement), microkinesics (isolation of individual movements), and
social kinesics (motion related to social performance). It is the level of social kinesics that is the most
often studied.
Proxemics: Use of space. There are two main aspects. The first is use of space between people, that
is, how close or far people stand from one another while interacting. The second is environmental
influences: that is , the effects of such things as architecture and location of furniture on interaction.
Touch: This includes who touches who, where, for how long, in what way. There has only recently been
much interest in the social use of touching.
Taste and Smell: Although these are rarely studied, it is generally agreed that they are an important part
of many interactions.
Objects: Use of objects in communication is again often overlooked, but can be critical. This includes
everything from clothing to type of furniture or presence of plants, from smoking cigarettes to carrying a
briefcase.

(Leeds-Hurwitz, 1989, p 105)
The ability to utilize the channels of communication to create information is
dependent on a reciprocal relationship with the environment, into which the
information is put, i.e., the environment selected must afford the opportunity for
expressions to be made. Different environments that can be used for
communication afford different opportunities for expression.
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Perception is the cognitive result of what we as individuals are capable of
distinguishing from the environment around us through the perturbation of our
senses, i.e., we see within the limits of our biological systems and our
expectations a representation of a part of the environment around us. Maturana
and Varela use the example of a human blind spot. In the eyes of each person
there is a blind spot that is not perceived because, our nervous system knows
that what we see is continuous and compensates for it (Maturana and Varela,
1998). Gibson recognizes that the environment, which can include animate
objects, also provides the potential for what we perceive. Gibson goes further to
recognize that environmental potential is relative to what is perceiving it. “The
affordances of the environment are what it offers the animal, what it provides or
furnishes…It implies the complementarity of the animal and the environment”
(Gibson, 1979, p 127). Perception, in addition to involving our cognitive systems
in what we see, also involves the potential of the environment in which we are
perceiving. In this case, the media through which we communicate provide
differing potentials for communication, differing “affordances” (Lombardo, 1987).
The media that afford the potential for communication to occur have been
identified within the field of information technology as media channels. Daft,
Lengel, and Trevino (1987) define media channels as “high or low in ‘richness’
based on their capacity to facilitate shared meaning.” They go on to define
richness as being based on four criteria:
“Feedback—Instant feedback allows question to be asked and correction to
be made.
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Multiple cues—An array of cues may be part of the message, including
physical presence, voice inflection, body gestures, words, numbers, and
graphic symbols…
Language variety—Language variety is the range of meaning that can be
conveyed with language symbols. Numbers convey greater precision of
meaning than does natural language. Natural language can be used to
convey understanding of a broader set of concepts and ideas
Personal focus—A message will be conveyed more fully when personal
feelings and emotions infuse the communication. Some messages can be
tailored to the frame of reference, need, and current situation of the receiver”
(Daft et al., 1987, p 358).
They then rank the media richness of four media types: face-to-face is the richest
medium, telephone and written addressed documents are next respectively, and
unaddressed documents are the least rich (Daft et al., 1987). As the focus of this
theoretical area is on specific instances of use and user preference, no further
detail can be found, only statements such as:

“…communication media vary in their capacity to convey the “richness” of
verbal and nonverbal cues. A medium is “rich” if it allows senders to transmit,
and receivers to access the subtlety, nuance, connotation and metamessages inherent in interpersonal communication. Based on this premise
face-to-face and telephone are richer media than written communication or email” (Sussman et al., 2002).
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Merging this literature with my work experience with space and communication
technologies allows for a personal examination of the richness of the following
familiar media.
Table 3 – Channels of Communication by Office Technology
Channels of Communication by Office Technology
Media
Common
Space

Telephone

Conference
Video
Call
Conference

Email

IM Chat

Channels of Communication
Language
Spoken
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
N
written
Y
N
N
Y
Y
Y
Paralanguage
Voice Quality
Y
M*
Y
Y
N
N
Vocal Characterizers
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
N
Vocal Qualifiers
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
N
Vocal Segregates
Y
Y
M**
Y
N
N
Pauses and Silences
Y
Y
M**
Y
N
N
Kinesics
Prekinesics
N
N
N
N
Micorokinesics
Y
N
N
S
N
N
Social Kinesics
Y
N
N
S
N
N
Proxemics
Space Between People
Y
N
N
S
N
N
Environmental influeneces on
Interaction
Y
N
N
S
N
N
Touch
Who
Y
N
N
S
N
N
Where
Y
N
N
S
N
N
How long
Y
N
N
S
N
N
How
Y
N
N
S
N
N
Taste and Smell
Taste
Y
N
N
N
N
N
Smell****
Y
N
N
N
N
N
Objects
Personal Clothing & Accessories
Y
N
N
Y
M***
N
Furniture & Furnishings
Y
N
N
Y
N
N
Personal Props
Y
N
N
Y
N
N
Y - Yes, N - No, M - Maybe
* "This isn't a simple yes or no. Quality is lost over electronic chaneels from common space" (Mittleman, 2003).
** This "depends on wheather it is half or full duplex. Most Calls are duplex, so yu will loose this data"
(Mittleman, 2003).
*** This "depends on camera angle and zoom" (Mittleman, 2003).
**** "There are virtual smell technologies, but they are rarely employed" (Mittleman, 2003)

This table was developed in collaboration with Dr. D. Mittleman April 25, 2003
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People learn complex communication starting at birth (Leeds-Hurwitz,
1989), including both tacit and explicit ways to communicate through interaction
with others with whom they share physical space. Shared physical space is a
human’s first media channel; it is also the one that affords people the opportunity
to utilize most of these channels (Daft et al, 1987; Sussman et al., 2002).
What we recognize in the end is that media affects what can be perceived
and that this affects the ability of humans to create the languages to create
knowledge. Although the quality of the media and the skill of the people using it
may affect the value of the media, various media afford different degrees of
communication richness, and therefore have different capacities for
communication and information transport. These differences become important
when we examine the system over time because we cannot examine and
understand the value of different media without understanding the full range of
communication that is involved in creating a group's common language. Here is
where the affordances of shared office space are unique and valuable for
organizations.

Summary of Chapter Four
Organizations have increasingly recognized the importance of the creation
of organizational knowledge to be successful. Although many organizations try
to reduce this knowledge into data that can be stored, shared and transferred,
without the need for people, information is not the same as organizational
knowledge. The knowledge that an organization develops is rooted in the
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common language that people develop while working together. This shared
language exists among various groups of people and is developed through the
use of many channels of communication that involve language, paralanguage,
kinesics, proxemics, touch, taste, smell and other objects. Until recently, shared
space was the only widely used communication medium used within
organizations. With other media now available, the ability to understand the
richness of each medium, which is its ability to carry various communication
channels, becomes important to the successful creation of organizational
knowledge. As the richest communication occurs via the greatest variety of
sensory exchanges, physical proximity between the communicants (i.e., the
workers in an organization) is the ideal situation for successful knowledge
generation. Thus, while lower-level activities can be supported by less intimate,
technologically mediated communication paths (like email, FAX, telephone, etc.),
high-level knowledge generation requires people in a shared space, creating a
common language toward transmuting data into something with relevance and
value.
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Chapter Five
Conclusions and Research Agenda
Why do business organizations still need shared office space? Shared
office space affords organizations access to the greatest number of available
communication channels to support the creation of the common language
required for knowledge creation. The question itself suggests that a systemic
interdisciplinary approach is warranted to understand the relationship between
organizational systems and their office space. To take a systemic approach
means understanding the system, its structure, its pattern of relationships, and its
environment, as well as the observer’s perspective in framing and examining the
system.
This question, the starting point of this thesis, evolved through
interdisciplinary work and educational experiences: it is a question that started
with looking for very practical answers (i.e., better acoustic separation) as to why
office space was becoming ineffective for the organizations. Examples of my
work experiences presented in this thesis indicate that the types of office spaces
that I was involved in creating were not effective for the organizational users of
those spaces. My examination of this issue has made it clear that this question
cannot be approached merely as a design problem; the patterns of the
organizational system also have to be examined.
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Large open office spaces were both a result of and necessity for the
persistence of the industrial revolution’s technological advances. In the past
organizational space provided the physical connection between the human
resources of organizations and the organizations’ other resources (machinery
and materials). The importance of the physical connection provided by space
was reflected in the focus of organizational theory that stresses the physical
processes of organizational tasks, in theories such as the division of labor and
scientific management (Shafritz and Ott, 2001, Smith, 2001; Taylor, 2001).
As new technologies have developed, the needs for physical connection
of human resources to equipment and products have become a far less
significant part of the need for organizational office space. These technologies
have reduced the need for human involvement in many manual tasks, and in
simple mental tasks, providing the opportunity for a greater focus on knowledge
work. In addition, recent technological advances offer ways to connect work
processes and the people involved without having people in the same physical
environment, seemingly offering a way to avoid having shared office space at all.
Recent directions in organizational theory now focus more on the need to create
knowledge within organizations as opposed to the physical processes of
production.
Systems theory, organizational theory, and semiotics all look at the way
that organizations create knowledge, working within the concepts of social
systems, communities of practice, and interaction communities. These bodies of
work all look to the common role of creating a shared language in the ability of
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organizations to create knowledge. Clarifying the definition of organizational
knowledge is rooted in understanding the differences between human cognition,
organizational knowledge, and information. Organizational knowledge, which is
actionable, is not the same as either human knowing or the information stored on
a computer. The distinction lies in the creation of a shared organizational
language, which is necessary for transmuting human knowledge and information
into actionable organizational knowledge.
The creation of that shared language is accomplished through
communication. This transmutation is described by Luhmann in his description
of the communicative act as sender, utterance (or my word – expression), and
receiver. The shared knowing that happens as we create a common language is
possible through recursive cycles of communicative acts that each provide a
movement toward common understandings.
The communicative act however has more dimension than the word
utterance might suggest. Luhmann in locating “utterance” in a sender and
receiver relationship leaves room for a broader understanding. Communication
is sensorial (involves all of the senses), requires a relationship to the
environment and other people (proxemics), and is both tacit and explicit. LeedsHurwitz specifies the varied channels through which communication occurs
(Leeds-Hurwitz, 1989). Prior to new communication technologies, there were few
other options besides communicating face-to-face, therefore the connection of
access to channels and richness of communication was not an issue. Based on
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media richness theory, shared environments access the most channels of any of
the media examined, thus providing the richest communication possible.

Conclusions
Shared office space affords organizations access to the most communication
channels available to support creation of a common language needed for
knowledge creation. Being in space together affords access to the most
complete range of communication channels. Perhaps most important are the
more tacit parts of communication, such as body language and proxemics
Where communication is complex, shared office space allows for the most
detailed and rich communication. Put in the most straightforward terms: where
communication is complex – i.e., where participants may not have a history of
communicating, or where the topic on which they are communicating is new –
shared office space allows for the most detailed and rich communication. On the
other hand, where communication is simple, i.e., where I know and am
comfortable with the person(s) with whom I am communicating, and/or the
communication is more at the data transfer level, then other media may afford
adequate communication channels and shared office space may not be needed.
Specific daily tasks in organizational environments, such as establishing teams,
organizing projects, brainstorming, group reviews of project status, can benefit
from a communication-rich joint physical environment, while, transfer of data
results from surveys or calculations may not.
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The affordances of all technology-created tools need to be understood by
employees so that they can determine when each is needed. Organizational
space is uniquely qualified to serve organizations at certain times in their
processes. Unlike mechanical processes, where the processes can be timed,
measured, and determined from outside, organizational patterns are inexact
social processes. The people involved in the process are the ones that know
where they are in the process, and are the ones best suited to determine if the
process requires the benefit of shared space. For an organization, then, it is
important that employees 1) understand the benefit of space to their work
pattern, and 2) are empowered to utilize it to support their pattern.
Organizations and those in them involved with providing and maintaining
space must allow shared space and other technologies to be utilized to support
the work process. Organizations and their facilities management groups also
need to learn what their organizational system is actually producing, and stop
allowing the tail (i.e., cost savings on a support tool) to wag the dog.
Organizations must start to integrate their approach to shared space and
other technologies into their strategic planning, rather then separating them into
different areas for planning. Often organizational real estate, human resources,
and information technology are three isolated planning units in an organization,
as best ignoring the others, at worst vying for limited organizational funds.
Before each can be utilized the way they can best support the organization,
technology and organizational space must be viewed as supporting people.
Further, organizations should incorporate outcomes assessment in their strategic
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plans to ensure that technology and space are seen from a supporting
organizational perspective.
Architects and designers must develop methods for facilitating a process
where an organization can better understand itself. They must also reframe their
design process to consider the contribution of technologies other than space and
be able to integrate an understanding of how all these tools support the creation
of organizational knowledge. This need for the integration of information
technology and space to support organizational strategy underlines the
importance of design approaches such as “process architecture” (Horgen et al.
1999), where the work process is socially constructed to resemble what the
organization wants to be, and is not approached as a series of unrelated,
nonintegrated solutions. If we are going to create space that can support social
language-creating processes, we must start by bringing together people involved
in the production of the organization to imagine what that production can be.
Only then can we determine how space and other media can best be utilized to
support that production. Involving organizational members in a participatory
process also gives them the tools to examine their own organizational system,
including recognition of those affordances provided by each medium.
Driven by the recognition by many organizations of the importance of teams,
designers and design researchers have started to examine the importance of
teaming, creativity, and knowledge creation as objectives of space usage
(Schermer et al, 2002; Augustin, 2001; Barnes, 2001, McCoy, 2001; McCoy,
1999; Duffy et al. 1998). Yet, we often still approach space without much
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consideration of what new technologies really can do for organizations.
Approaches that integrate all media will be the best way to use all media most
effectively (Horgen et. al., 1999). Support systems for organizations are often
approached in a segmented way, where each support resource is structured
individually to support all organizational needs. Finally, with the important role
that shared office space as a communication medium plays in language creation,
it is worth questioning if the typical focus on individuals when designing
workspaces affords organizations the needed space benefits.

An Emergent Research Agenda
“It is clear (and has been widely recognized) that one cannot understand a
technology without having a functional understanding of how it is used.
Furthermore, that understanding must incorporate a holistic view of the
network of technologies and activities into which it fits, rather than treating
the technological devices in isolation. But this is still not enough. .. As the
use of a new technology changes human practices, our ways of speaking
about that technology change or language and our understanding. This new
way of speaking in turn creates changes in the world we construct”
(Winograd and Flores, 1986, p 6).

This thesis used an interdisciplinary approach to put forth the hypothesis
that shared office space is important to organizations because it affords the most
support possible to support the development of a shared language from which
organizational knowledge is created. Although this potential has always existed
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in shared space, this challenge evolved because of the potential opportunities
new media offer to create organizational knowledge. It is possible with this type
of challenge to take an all or nothing approach and say either shared space or
communication technology is the best to meet organizational needs or to better
understand the advantages these technologies offer organizations. Although
organizations may use multiple technologies, they tend to obtain information on
how to use these applications from the vendors. Vendors, particularly of
computers and shared spaces, have stayed isolated with their products and
continued to show how each is the potential solution to all organizational needs
(Brown and Duguid, 2000). (When designers hear about integrating technology
and office space, the assumption is generally made that the issue is where the
wiring for the computers goes in the office space.)
What remains to be answered after this hypothesis is raised is how to
integrate shared office space as an organizational resource, with other
organizational resources, - into the structure of the organization in a way that is
best for the individual organization. The question fall into three general areas: 1)
how can we study office space within an organizational system to understand its
uses by people; 2) how we determine the need for office space and how to
create it; and 3) how we think about office space within an organization. These
questions, just as this thesis, require an interdisciplinary approach to investigate.
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Studying Office Space as Part of an Organizational System
Office space is part of a system that operates at some level of
effectiveness based on the interaction of many complex elements. In order to
understand the effectiveness of the space, it is necessary to develop methods for
examining space that are inclusive of the multiple elements in these systems and
the interactions they have. In addition, methods must be used that allow for
various levels of perturbation to be happening in the system, by utilizing research
and theories from different fields.
As an example, I put both flexible open office spaces and new types of
group interaction spaces in an office. Open office furniture could be configured
for individual work spaces or as group meeting spaces of several different sizes.
The group interaction spaces included perching spaces near the coffee
machines, areas with lounge chairs that had tablet arms and wireless
capabilities, and central teaming rooms isolated from the open office areas but
without full height partitions. The feedback was that the desks were not moved
and the spaces were left empty; this organizational system was not using them.
How do we understand why these spaces were not being used? Christopher
Budd raised the important question of the impact of corporate culture on the use
flexible furniture (Budd, 2000) If the answer lies outside of the more traditional
areas of space research (i.e. acoustics or privacy) and into areas of corporate
culture who looks at understanding those issues? As this is a new type of space
for an organization, does anyone follow the organization to see how people make
meaning of the space? How would we do that effectively? How do individuals
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make meaning of space in their organizations? How do we study organizational
space across disciplines? Or to look at the question more appropriately for the
system, how do designers get involved in organizational research to incorporate
the role of space into understanding the effectiveness of organizations? What
does space that is about the people’s needs first look like? Can it be
standardized? How flexible should it be? If employees were to be guaranteed
the space they needed to do their jobs when they needed it, how would space
management look be done (if the dog wagged its tail)?

Systemic Methods for Determining Space Needs and Designing Space
The role of space in organizations needs to be studied further vis à vis the
other resources and technologies within organizations. If space is only one
resource there needs to be a way to facilitate an organization's strategic vision
and evaluate existing tools to understand what it needs from each, by evaluating
them within a systemic framework. This facilitator role can be filled by many
people (Horgen et. al., 1999); however, the question should be asked if an
architectural education provides the necessary skills to make architects well
suited for such a role? If yes, then an architect must be able to think of a solution
in another way – not as a building but as an organizational system. How does
this really work and what kind on technology and organizational understanding is
needed by a facilitator for this process? How can such a process be done on a
less than grand scale, where sweeping organizational changes are not
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underway? What is the process that needs to go on after occupancy of new
space, or, for that matter, an introduction of a new or updated technology?
Design processes that are inclusive of the many factors that are involved
with the usability of an organization's shared office space are being worked on by
forward thinking design professionals (Horgen et. al, 1999; Sanoff, 2003; Duffy
2003). Design processes that incorporate a vertical cross-section of the
organizations' employees in visioning their future in space also have other
benefits to offer organizations (Ferguson, 2002). The benefits of this type of
process need to be evaluated, documented, expressed to designers, and
presented to organizational leaders.

Effective Organizational Space from within the Organization
The most challenging question, however, may be internal in organizations
with architectural, real estate, and/or facilities management groups. The costdriven approach discussed in chapter 2 is not uncommon (Duffy, 2003). If these
professionals in an organization do not evaluate their success in terms of cost
cutting or cost controlling, what are they accomplishing for their organization?
Duffy suggests that the professionals who support organizational office space
need to focus their cost savings in the area where on average 65% of all
organizational cost resides – employees - not on the 10% that is spent on real
estate (Duffy, 2003). But how is that done, and how is it documented? BOSTI
tried several methods for documenting this approach almost two decades ago
(Brill et. al. 1984). Their documentation focused on employee productivity
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through human resource personnel (Smith and Kearny, 1994). Today, however,
productivity measures now focus on knowledge work, with much current research
done in the field of accounting (Birchard, 1999). Understanding and integrating
new methods for organizational evaluation into arguments that support the use of
a more integrative process for organizational space needs to be examined as
new accounting procedures are developed. What role should facilities
managers, real estate staff, and architects play in a system where the objective is
to support people resources – especially their knowledge? How do you evaluate
such a person?

A Final Thought
The challenge of thinking of space as part of an organization, of planning,
designing, using, maintaining and evaluating space as part of a system is a very
different, more complex and less exact process than receiving a program and
designing for the numbers. Yet it is herein this challenge, as Schön points out,
that the important problems lie (Schön, 1987).
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